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Abstract
buildingSMART has adopted the BIM Collaboration Format (BCF) to improve interoperability in the field of process information exchange. The original scope of BCF was linked to a need to communicate BIM-related tasks, but a further expansion of the BCF format should be considered to add additional support to industry requirements for task management. The research described in this paper was based on literature studies of industry needs and evaluations of the current BCF specification and its implementation in software, and it identified some challenges in the current state of BCF. Based on these findings, we propose an information system consisting of decentralised model and task servers using both BCF and IFC. Using IDM Part 2 as an example, we further propose an architecture to expand BCF.

1. Introduction
Building design is complex, not only because of complexity within one domain, but because of interdependencies between all three domains: product, process and organisation [1]. Building Information Modelling (BIM) [2] is a response to reducing product complexity while management approaches such as Lean Construction [3], Integrated Concurrent Engineering [4] and Agile Scrum [5] address process and organisational complexity. Task management, which is the focus of this research, is essential in such management approaches in combination with flow and value management [6]. Information exchange is crucial in all of these management approaches and buildingSMART addresses this need by providing standards to improve interoperability in the exchange of building information. From its beginning in the 1990s, buildingSMART focused primarily on supporting the product domain by developing the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). The IFC specifications was intended to capture object-oriented building information and, over the years, the IFC specifications grew to include some process-related information. Today definitions for actors, time, approvals and action management are all included in the specifications [7].
1.1. The BIM Collaboration Format (BCF)
Combining product and process information in one data model generated a range of practical issues when exchanging this large data model as a bulk data transfer [8]. So in 2010, the software companies Tekla and Solibri came up with the proposal of an XML schema for the BCF format. The BCF format is an open file format that introduces workflow communication capability and can be connected to IFC models.
BCF contains information about a task (called a topic in BCF) including status, type and assignee, any comments related to the task, and references to related objects in an IFC model. It can also include information on the camera position/viewpoint location of the authoring tool as well as a snapshot of that view. In 2014, bcfXML v2 was released and adopted by buildingSMART [8]. This version included the option to append documents and elements of a data model (BIM snippets) as well as an option to include more viewpoints and snapshots [9].
The BCF format is independent of the IFC specifications, and enumerations for topic type, status, priority, etc. can be predefined by using an extension schema.
In real projects, hundreds if not thousands of BCF files are necessary for communicating tasks, and managing these as individual files can be difficult [10], [11]. To address this challenge, a specification for a BCF web service called bcfAPI v1 was developed along with the release of bcfXML v2. The specification defines a RESTful API, which allows a BCF server to automatically synchronise BCF tasks with others. Apart from an ability to define users more accurately (e-mail identification), the scopes of bcfAPI v1 and bcfXML v2 are identical, and the only difference is the way BCF tasks are exchanged. In the following, bcfXML v2 will be addressed in the comparisons carried out, but similar results would apply if bcfAPI v1 had been used as the communication format.

1.2. Process information spectrum
The original scope of BCF is linked to a need to communicate BIM-related tasks such as clash detection findings and other coordination issues. However, there are many other types of process-related activities in architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) projects, including the management of contract and user requirements, cost and risk management, interface coordination, site registration, etc. For this reason, buildingSMART and other organisations are also engaged in developing standards like IDM Part 2 [12] to define and manage contractual agreements and the Danish U106 Digital Defect Registration [13] to define and assign defects during construction. A review of these standards reveals that they share many aspects: they all address a specific task, include the creator and assignee, manage its status, and track the development of the task. Moreover, they also address the individual focus points such as BIM linkage in BCF, workflow definitions in IDM Part 2, and location information in U106.
Many tasks in construction are related, which results in the complexity referred to previously, but tasks can also evolve. For example, a clash might just be a task between two designers, but if the problem cannot be solved by changing the current design, the task might escalate to involve the client and even result in cost or time overruns affecting contractual issues. In this case, both BCF and IDM Part 2 are required to fully capture the process information involved. From an interoperability perspective, it is a challenge that multiple standards must be used in parallel because information might be lost in the conversion, and from an implementation
perspective, it is time consuming for software vendors if they are required to support multiple formats for similar functionality. In the light of these observations, it would be valuable to explore the possibility of harmonising standards related to capturing process information within management of tasks.

1.3. Study goals
The goals of this research were firstly to identify requirements for task management focusing on building design; secondly to assess the current implementation of BCF in available software to identify its current potential to capture process information; thirdly to compare BCF and IDM Part 2 to understand similarities and differences; and finally to evaluate the potential of expanding the BCF format to embrace a greater part of the spectrum of process information to support comprehensive task management.

2. Methodology
The research in this paper involved reviews of the literature and existing standards, and theoretical solutions are proposed on this basis. The research focused on building design, but most of the findings are applicable throughout the lifecycle of AEC projects.

2.1. Identifying requirements
To identify requirements for task management, the literature on current experience with AEC collaboration tools was reviewed and requirements specifically for task management were extracted. Findings in the literature selected were based on various approaches, such as interviews, implementation attempts, and research of existing tools. The findings are, therefore, believed to constituting a representative view of the industry needs including those not met by existing tools.

2.2. Review of bcfXML v2 exported by current software solutions
To review the content and quality of bcfXML information currently being shared, we made a structured review of the BCF packages exported from seven widely used tools supporting BCF. Each BCF package was created based on the same IFC model and a set of similar information was defined in each software solution to make it possible for their export capabilities to be properly compared. The content of each BCF package was reviewed in a text editor and compared to the bcfXML v2 specification. These findings were then compared to the industry requirements identified.

2.3. Comparison of BCF and IDM Part 2
To compare the BCF specification with the specification for IDM Part 2, we defined a list of the functionalities of the two standards and each specification was then evaluated based on these functional requirements. The purpose of this comparison was to provide a better picture of the areas where the two standards overlap and the areas where they differ.

2.4. Proposal for expanding the BCF specification
Finally, we used our findings and the findings from similar research to develop a theoretical proposal on how process and product information could be managed and exchanged within the framework of building design and how the BCF specification could be expanded to support this concept.
3. Requirements for a task management tool

The literature on systems to support the management of product, process and organisation complexity often defines such systems as collaboration tools. Table 1 identifies requirements in the literature that specifically target the task management part of collaboration tools. Requirements are grouped into categories of general requirements, requirements for what information is to be transferred, requirements for how workflows should be managed, and requirements for how tasks should be defined and related.

Table 1: Requirements for a task management tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Information Transfer</th>
<th>Workflows</th>
<th>Task Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support transparency [14], [16]</td>
<td>Manage comments on design from other disciplines [14]</td>
<td>Provide guided and structured workflow [14], [15], [20], [19]</td>
<td>Ability to define prioritisation [14], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide overview, history, filtering, and any device accessibility [14], [15], [17], [18], [19]</td>
<td>Document agreements and manage tasks agreed with the client [14]</td>
<td>Allow for workflows to be adjusted [20]</td>
<td>Ability to relate to deadlines and phases [14], [15], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to use [14], [15], [20]</td>
<td>Visualise interdisciplinary interfaces, and warn of potential negative impacts [14], [15], [17], [19]</td>
<td>Allow for agreeing on processes that support the needs of each discipline [14], [20]</td>
<td>Manage responsibility for BIM information [14], [20], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support BIM model coordination [15], [20], [18], [17]</td>
<td>Manage communication based on the BIM design at hand [14], [15], [20], [18], [19]</td>
<td>Support automated workflows [14]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include continuous system support and development [14], [20], [18], [17], [19]</td>
<td>Manage interface coordination and level knowledge [14]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow for integration with other tools such as simulation or visualisation tools [18]</td>
<td>Managing what is not within the BIM model [14], [17], [19]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include social networking integration [14], [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The review identified the importance in task management of capturing and saving the history of decisions, agreements, comments and questions. Tasks should be able to link to deadlines, phases and/or schedules, link to the BIM model, support data management, and link to other tools including social networking. The ability to refer to issues in documents or a specific point on the construction site is also desirable. Structured and yet adjustable workflows, user rights and roles must be supported, management activities should be automated, and it should be possible to categorise and prioritise tasks. The management tool itself should be able to visualise the information to improve understanding, leverage knowledge, and support transparency. The tool must also be easily accessible, easy to use, and be continuously supported and developed to support individual projects.

4. Evaluation of current BCF implementation

To assess the current implementation of BCF in tools that support task management, exported BCF XML files from seven selected tools were analysed and compared to the requirements in the bcfXML v2 specification [21]. The following tools were selected: BCFier, KUBUS BIMCollab, Trimble Connect, Solibri Model Checker, DDS Viewer, BIMTrack and Revizto. A summary of the results is shown in Table 2.
### Table 2: Summary of results from bcfXML v2 exports – displaying missing, incorrect, supported and not supported content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software (version)</th>
<th>BCFier (2.0.2.0)</th>
<th>BIMCollab (2.5)</th>
<th>Trimble Connect*</th>
<th>Solibri (9.6.12)</th>
<th>DDS Viewer (12)</th>
<th>BIMTrack (1.3)</th>
<th>Revizto (4.1.35834)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File: bcfversion</td>
<td>Not exported</td>
<td>Not exported</td>
<td>Inconsistent implementation: GUID not used</td>
<td>Not exported</td>
<td>Not exported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File: project.bcfp</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: HProject; HSpatialStructureElement; IsExternal; FileReference</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: HProject; HSpatialStructureElement; IsExternal; FileReference</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Header</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
<td>Mandatory but not supported: CreationDate; CreationAuthor; TopicType; TopicStatus; OriginatingSystem; AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReferenceLink; Labels</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReferenceLink; Labels</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReferenceLink; Priority; Labels</td>
<td>Mandatory but not supported: CreationDate; CreationAuthor; TopicType; TopicStatus; OriginatingSystem; AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: CreationDate; CreationAuthor; TopicType; TopicStatus; OriginatingSystem; AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReferenceLink; Labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIMsnippet</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DocumentReference</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReferenceLink</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RelatedTopic</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment</strong></td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReplyToComment; ModifiedDate; ModifiedAuthor</td>
<td>Mandatory but not supported: Status</td>
<td>Mandatory but not supported: Topic</td>
<td>Mandatory but not supported: ReplyToComment; ModifiedDate; ModifiedAuthor</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReplyToComment; ModifiedDate; ModifiedAuthor</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ReplyToComment; ModifiedDate; ModifiedAuthor</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewpoints</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File: Visualization information (.bcf)</strong></td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ComponentColor; Inconsistent implementation: Selected - Selected objects are not set to Selected=True; Visible - Used only when Visible = False</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: Color; OriginatingSystem; AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: Color, OriginatingSystem, AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: ComponentColor</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: Color</td>
<td>Optional but not supported: Color, AuthoringToolId</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OrthogonalCamera</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PerspectiveCamera</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ClippingPlanes</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bitmap</strong></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- One or more required elements and/or attributes missing
- Inconsistent use of one or more elements and/or attributes
- Elements and attributes supported in accordance with bcfXML v2
- One or more optional elements and attributes not supported

* Version not available. Latest BCF export from the website: 28-06-2016
The review in Table 2 shows the rather inconsistent format of the specific attributes for tools selected. No tool is able to export a BCF file bcffully in MacVector 2012 ent bcfXML v2 specification, and elements and attributes available in the tools are not always exported.

Lack of implementation of non-optional attributes is seen in relation to Topic, where CreationDate and CreationAuthor are not exported in some cases, and in relation to Comment, where Status and related Topic are not supported in some cases. Incorrect implementation of attributes is seen in relation to Components where there is limited consistency in the methods of defining selected and visible objects, and in various other areas where attributes are not defined in accordance with the specification. Limited implementation of optional attributes is seen in relation to the Header, BIMSnippet, DocumentReference, RelatedTopic, Lines, and Bitmap. In several cases, the limited implementation is due to a lack of support for such functionality in the tools, but in many cases the functionality is supported in the tools but is still not exported. For example, viewpoints are not exported from Trimble Connect or Revizto although these are defined in the tools, and components are not defined from BIMTrack or Revizto even when selected here. The inconsistent implementation generates uncertainty in information exchange options because the different tools interpret BCF files differently. In almost all cases, round-tripping a BCF file through more than one tool will also result in loss of information due to the inconsistent implementation.

4.1. Support of industry needs by BCF

If we compare these findings with the industry needs in Table 1, most of the current implementations support a range of the general needs, such as information capturing of decisions, comments, and linkages to BIM design. However, more consistent implementation will be required to comply with needs such as assignment to a person (workflows), categorisation, prioritisation, labelling, relationships and document-linking (data management). The need for integration with other tools is partially supported by allowing for system-specific identification and open information exchange. Linking to deadlines, phases and/or schedules and referring to issues in documents or a specific location on the construction site are currently not supported. Similarly, the need to manage workflows, including user rights, roles and responsibilities, is only partially met in the current specifications. In the light of these findings, the BCF specification needs to be expanded if it is to fully support the needs of the industry. As an alternative, the functionality required could be implemented in task management tools, but interoperability in process information exchange would remain limited. For this reason, the following sections will elaborate on the potential for expanding the BCF format.

5. Comparison of BCF and IDM Part 2

IDM Part 2 specifies a methodology and XML format for describing coordination actions between actors in the construction industry [12] and is currently being used most intensively in the Netherlands under the name VISI to manage contractual agreements [22]. It has similarities to BCF, but IDM Part 2 also addresses predefined workflows, conditions, user rights, roles and organisations – features missing from the BCF format as described above. IDM Part 2 uses an extension schema to include an ability to predefine transactions and the messages required to support them. The extension schema can also be used to predefine most other attributes of the specification, and the intention therefore is to define process information more rigidly than was intended for BCF.
Table 3 compares the specifications of the two standards and identifies similarities and differences in BCF and IDM Part 2. The comparison shows that the two standards have many similarities, with workflow support in IDM Part 2 and BIM support in BCF being the main differences. However, neither standard is superior to the other when their abilities are compared with the requirements identified in Table 1. The requirements list both predefined workflows and BIM support as needed, along with a number of the elements and attributes that are present in one or other of the two standards. This suggests it might be best to try for a harmonisation of the two standards rather than selecting either one.

IDM Part 2 is based on organising transactions and messages in predefined or at least hierarchical order. This can be valuable in documenting agreements, but it runs the risk of making everyday tasks overly complicated to define. In this light, it is better to use the BCF specification as the starting point for a harmonisation, and to use the principles from IDM Part 2 to add additional methodology and attributes.

When parts of IDM Part 2 are implemented, the hierarchical relationships required by the specification should be avoided because they do not match the needs in other design activities. Instead, the focus should be on adding missing attributes and support for defining hierarchical relationships on top of the crosswise relationships.

6. Proposal for an information system for building design

To meet the information exchange needs to support task management, we have defined a proposal for an information system that captures and exchanges both product and process information. Centralising the management of process information on a task management server has proven valuable in relation to providing a quick overview on the status of a project and allowing for continuous commenting [11]. The idea of using a task management server is aligned with the previously described reasons for developing the bcfAPI web service to avoid
BCF file exchange. However, researchers have also concluded [11] that it is a challenge to manage confidential information from different companies on a central server and have suggested a decentralised approach to overcome this problem. In recent years, a similar challenge has been discussed in the field of management of product information on model servers. Here, research has shown that a decentralised solution is more appropriate with model servers used only as reference models to one another [10], [23]. The conclusion is that there is only a limited need to edit work originating from other parties due to an already sharp split of responsibility. Harmonising the range of IFC interfaces in the different software tools to allow for error-free interoperability during editing and round-tripping of product information therefore still seems too resource-intensive to be attractive to the AEC industry.

Managing process information differs to some extent from managing product information because different parties need to be involved in process-related activities across different platforms as identified in Table 1. Specific users will need access to more than one server to manage different types of tasks – often using individual tools for each specific activity. Workflows and user rights on each platform or server might restrict different users in what they are allowed to do, but users from different domains need to be engaged in most activities. However, securing full interoperability between the different types of process activities and task servers seems of limited value as long as information is available for reference, e.g. to generate an overview of the project status or to generate new tasks based on existing ones. This is similar to the setup for model servers promoting the need for a decentralised server setup also for task servers.

In such a setup, the tools to manage process activities could be directly focused on carrying out a specific process activity and complying with the requirements in Table 1 of being easy to use and including guided workflows and leverage knowledge. The tools could use BCF to communicate with their dedicated server and, where a tool needs information on tasks from others servers, they could use BCF to query other servers for the information required.

A proposal for a setup with decentralised model servers and task servers is illustrated in Figure 1.

Each of the process activities is handled by one or more tools communicating with one or more task servers. Each task server can contain its own user management setup, workflow definitions and document storage to function independently. Preferably, the bcfAPI will be used to exchange information with the different tools and link the different servers to act as a coherent information system.
Product information is collected, preferably using IFC exchange, from one or more model servers, as already proposed elsewhere [10], [23]. If required by the client or others, predefined workflows, required users and other conditions could be exchanged by implementing elements from IDM Part 2 in BCF to ensure consistent workflows across different platforms.

Should a project manager need e.g. to evaluate the overall project status or investigate why a certain area of a building or type of building component is causing problems, he or she will use a tool that, either by itself or via a task server, queries the other task servers to collect the task information required. To support such a setup, it would be preferable if the BCF specification used URIs (e.g. https://server.com/bcf/projects/F445F4F2-4D02-4B2A-B612-5E456BEF9137/topics/B345F4F2-3A04-B43B-A713-5E456BEF8228) instead of just GUIDs (e.g. B345F4F2-3A04-B43B-A713-5E456BEF8228) to identify not only the unique tasks but also the location of the task. This would ensure that any system would know exactly where the original task is located and should be updated, if required. It would also be beneficial if bcfAPI could be expanded to include standardised query calls, e.g. to present every task on a server that addresses a specific IFC object or contains a specific word in its title or description.

Practical implementation will be required to further evaluate how well BCF supports the proposed setup, but we did not identify any other aspects of the current BCF specification that would require adjustments for the setup to be supported.
7. Potential expansion of the BCF specification

One main advantage of the BCF format is its simple structure, which makes it easy to understand and implement [10], [11]. Expanding the scope of the BCF specification to include contract management methodology from IDM Part 2 or support of other process-related activities will make the specification more complex and potentially limit some of its current momentum in the industry at both implementer and practitioner level. The IFC specification was originally challenged by the same need to expand, so a layer-architecture was defined that provides the data schema with a modular structure to ease future development and allow for implementation to be selective and reusable [24].

The data schema structure has a resource layer at the bottom, a core layer in the middle, and an interoperability layer and a domain layer on top [7]. Fundamental structures and classes are defined in the core layer, and shared classes are defined in the interoperability layer. Domain-specific classes are defined in the domain layer, and resource definitions used in other layers are defined in the resource layer. The architecture is built on a “ladder principle” [24]. At any layer, a class may reference a class in the same or a lower layer, but may not reference a class from a higher layer. This allows for software implementation to be selective, because implementation of a class (in most cases) requires only implementation of the class and classes in lower layers.

If the BCF format is expanded, a similar architecture could be applied to achieve similar benefits. In the light of the findings in this paper, a proposal for a BCF data schema architecture was developed and is illustrated in Figure 2. There is a core part of BCF that is needed to support the requirements identified and the use cases illustrated. This includes definition of the topic, users involved, dates, commenting, simple relationships and, to support the requirements of IDM Part 2, hierarchical relationships. Together, these constitute the core layer. In the interoperability layer, linkage to documents, BIM and data snippets are defined because these are applicable to many activities. The domain layer from IFC is here called the activity layer because it represents definitions for specific process-related activities, such as contract, cost or risk management. For example, the activity schema for cost

---

**Figure 2**: Proposal for an expanded BCF data schema architecture
management could include attributes for the cost of services or contracts, and for contract management the schema could include attributes for the send and receive log.

In the resource layer, expansions to incorporate several of the additional options of IDM Part 2 could be included because these can act as support for several activities. The resources could include options to define workflows, conditions, roles and enumerations for selected attributes. The six activity schemas are examples of activities that could be implemented, but actual industry needs should define the priorities for implementation. In the light of the findings in section 4, implementing missing elements from IDM Part 2 would in itself address most of the current needs of the industry.

At the same time, moderation in the range of activities supported should be considered to keep the specification simple. The existing functionality of BIM Snippets, which provides an option to exchange parts of a different data structure, could be used not only to exchange BIM data, but any relevant data. For example, a workflow defined in the BPMN format [25] could be attached as a Snippet, instead of requiring an extension of BCF to define complex workflows. In the light of the literature reviewed in this paper, there seems to be a difference between when an activity requires only one or more attributes to be fully supported by BCF and when it requires significant expansions to BCF to be supported. In the latter case, the use of snippets should be considered. Implementing workflows in BCF could therefore be done by defining a resource schema for simple transactional workflows in BCF and promoting an implementers’ agreement to use BPMN to support more advanced workflows. BPMN shares significantly fewer similarities with BCF than IDM Part 2, which makes harmonisation less attractive.

8. Conclusions

Expanding the BCF specification will allow BCF to support the exchange of information for a broader range of process activities and add considerable value in an open and decentralised information system for the AEC industry. Using the IDM Part 2 specification as a starting point will support several key needs of the industry. The current BCF specification has limitations and the current implementation is error-prone. Along with an expansion of the specification, a certification solution similar to the official IFC certification should be considered. As with the IFC certification, a BCF certification could start by focusing on support for elements and attributes in the proposed core and interoperability layers. Practical testing of the proposed setup and BCF specification architecture will be required to determine the desired rate and direction of an expansion.
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